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PINTAROS ” TOILET  PAPER. 
(SANITARY PAPER Co., 30, Bury Street,  Idondon, 

E.C.) 
I t  is indispensable to health  that all sanitary 

arrangements should have the most careful atten- 
tion, and we introduce to 
our readers’ notice a new 
medicated toilet paper 
L (  Pintaros,” as we consider 
it to  be  appropriate and 
useful in every way for  the 
purpose for which it  is  in- 
tended. I t  possesses a 
sweet and refreshing odour, 
and  acts  as a disinfectant, 
and neutralises obnoxious 
odours and germs; added  to 

which it is excellent for keeping away moths. This 
paper retails for one shilling, either in packets of 
five hundred sheets, or in the roll. 

The “ Iiosmic  Holder,” sold also by this firm, is 
very neat and attractive ; it contains four hundred 
sheets of toilet paper comidete for sixpence, which 
is so economical, that we anticipate  a very ready 
and extensive sale. 

SHETLAND WOOL. 
(Messrs. JNO. WHITE & Co., Frederick Street, 

Edinburgh.) 
Very  useful and comfortable garments  are  those 

made from the well known Shetland Wool, its light 
weight, warmth, and  absolute freedom from bulk ” 
has always made  it  a favourite for the warmer 
clothing necessary in the winter weather. The above 
firm manufacture a full range in underwear, and, 
may we also say,  overwear,  which terminates  in  that 
decidedly convenient wrap, a ‘( spencer.” This 
article will be found most useful, either as  an extra 
covering, or to  compensate when changing a thicker 
dress or jacket for a  thinner one. Those  con- 
templating such purchases should write  for an 
illustrated price list. 

HEALTH COCOA. 
(Messrs, HENRY THORNE S. Co., Leeds and 

London.) 
\Ye consider this Cocoa to possess unquestion- 

able merit as  to purity. It contains all the 
nutriment and full flavour of the Cocoa  beans 
after  the greater portion of the indigestable fatty 
substance has been extracted. I t  is  easily digested, 
light, sustaining, invigorating, and decidedly pleas- 
ing, both in aroma  and taste. Cocoa, as  is well 
known, possesses many qualities that  make  it a 
valuable addition to dietary, whether for the 
invalid, over-worked, or weary; and this make will 
undoubtedly find favour, as it contains all the 
delicacy of Dutch Cocoa at nearly half its price, 
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and Mr. Thomas Fairey, F.R.S.E., F.I.C., F.C.S., 
in his analytical report, testifies to its abso- 
lute purity and freedom from starch, gum, or 
any other  admixture. This f irm also excels in 
their many varieties of chocolate, confections, 
which are well made and tastefully put up; while 
to partake of either  their ‘‘ Chocolat ImpCriale ” or 

Chocolat la Violette ” is decidedly a luxury. 
Our readers are  invited to send  to  the Proprietors 
for free samples of the  Health Cocoa. 

“ EUREKA”  ADJUSTABLE PAD. 
(Mr. B. T. JACORS, U.S.A. London Agent : 

Messrs. HORN Sr SON, 151, Strand, W.C.) 
A very practical and useful improvement, as it is 

adjustable  in every sense. The foundation  or pad 
is composed of-firstly, on  the outside,  a linen 
cover, for the  sake of cleanly appearance ; secondly, 
a vegetable parchment, or damp proof paper to 
prevent the  liniment used from soiling the clothes ; 
thirdly, the  actual  pad  on which the liniment is 
applied is made of a  double felt, between which are 
ten layers of a very absorbent gauze. On the out- 
side  are two tabs  (one at each end) fastened by 
means of a button on  to  the pad, while the tabs 
themselves are of a very adhesive materials, and 
readily adhere  to  the skin after the removal of the 
muslin. Any liniment  can  be used on this pad, 
and by means of the  buttons it is held in position, 
or can easily be  removed, re-charged, and re- 
placed  as frequently as necessary without need of 
the  tabs being detached from the skin. We think 
that they will be found  acceptable  to many, as they 
retail for one shilling each  complete with extra tabs. 

FLANNEL  AND  POULTICE  HEATER. 
[Hackforth’s  Patent.] 

(Messrs. \V. B. FORDHAM Sr SONS, York Road, 
ICing’s Cross, London, N.) 

This heater is made of two pieces of corrugated 
tin, at  one edge  joined  together by two hingesj on 

the  other by  two 
handles. By the 

of this heater 
it is possible to 

B amlv a  hot foment- , - *  . 
ation  in a few 
minutes. The di- 
rections for use are: 
Wring the flannel 
out of cold water, 

fold it the size of, and place it in, the  heater; then 
hold  it over the heating power most convenient at 
the  moment (even an oil lamp will do), gently 
move it backwards and forwards, and it is ready f?r 
application. A poultice, by these means, can again 
be warmed, if it is  first slightly damped. The 
“ heater’’ retails at 2 s .  and 2s. Gd., and will  be 
found very useful in the sick-room. 
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